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Greetings once more from the editor's desk.  Easter has come around 
again, and as is de rigueur in the British Isles, the weather is rubbish!  
Certainly not suitable for field work.  However, the season for that kind of 
extramural activity is almost upon us, so I'm looking forward to better 
things weather-wise.

In the meantime, there's plenty in this newsletter to keep you amused 
indoors.  Apart from the  usual news and reviews, there's a very light-
hearted quiz for self-assessment in simple electronics; a marvellous 
gizmo called the Joule Thief which will give lots of free energy from dead 
batteries; an article and report on the little 90-minute RSGB Club 
Contests which SEARS is now competing in; and plenty of other titbits to 
inform and amuse you.

Sadly, these pages contain information about the passing of Barry King, 
a well-liked SEARS member.  There will be more after the funeral, the 
details of which are on page 2.

And there's a full 2-page report on our annual club dinner, with 
photographs included.  There are still a few folks who haven't paid for 
their evening yet - you know who you are, and it would help keep the 
accounts straight if you could settle as soon as convenient.

Happy Easter, everyone, see you next month.
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It is with sadness that we learnt that Barry King/G4KCO, became SK On 
Monday March 12th.  Barry had only been a member for two years, and 
was ill for most of that time, but he managed to turn up for most events in 
spite of being wheelchair-bound.  He was a quietly-spoken man, but well 
liked.  We'll miss him.  The funeral takes place at 11.30 am on April 10th, 
at the Basildon Crematorium, Pitsea.  A reception follows at the Anchor 
pub, South Benfleet.  All are welcome.
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Barry King/G4KCO.

SEARS Club Night March 13th, 2018.
This turned out to be something of a washout.  Our scheduled speaker, 
Terry Genes/G4POP, had to cancel at the last minute due to health 
problems and a video was provided instead.  But the gremlins hadn't 
finished with us yet.  Halfway through, the fire alarm went off and we had 
to evacuate the building.  It turned out to be a false alarm, but the 
meeting wasn't reconvened.  Carer's Choice, from whom we hire the hall, 
have since granted a 50% refund, and the speaker has rescheduled for 
July.

Beer is the key to better 
morse - or is morse the 
key to good beer? or . . . 
hic!



Seen on the web . . .
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The Editor's Quiz:  Number 13 - Answers next month.
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This month you can test your electronics knowledge in this simple quiz.

 1.  What does LED stand for?
 2.  What are the names of a transistor's three terminals?
 3.  State Ohm's Law.
 4.  What constant does frequency times wavelength always equal?
 5.  If you multiply volts times amps, what do you get?
 6.  Which has the larger value, a 2.2 Megohm or 9.1 Kilohm resistor?
 7.  Which type of capacitor usually has larger values?  Mica, Tantalum.
 8.  Is an inductor made of semiconductor material?
 9.  Which takes more current, LCD or LED?
10. Was the Op Amp invented for surgical use?
11. Does putting capacitors in series increase their overall value?
12. What are the names of a diode's terminals?
13. Is the diode named after the famous Welsh inventor, Di Ode?
14. Is impedance just a posh word for resistance?
15. What does reactance mean?
16. What is conductance?
17. What does FET stand for?
18. Diodes are rated by PIV.  What does PIV stand for?
19. What are the names of the three electrodes of a triode?
20. In a piece of wire, does a high SWG number mean a thicker wire?
21. Do you measure DC or AC by RMS values?
22. What does mA mean?
23. What's the effective value of a 4 ohm and 12 ohm resistor in parallel?
24. What's the basic difference between an AND and an OR gate?
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The Editor's Quiz:  Solution to Number 12

It's an abbreviation for "Variable Capacitor Diode."  As the reverse bias on 
a varactor is reduced, its capacitance increases.  The circuit shown is a 
Colpitts oscillator.  The varactors' capacitance forms part of the tuned 
circuit.  And the frequency can thus be varied by altering the reverse bias 
tapped off from R1.  Your rig almost certainly has something like this in it, 
as has your domestic radio and tv.

Quiz Number 11 presented you with 
the inset circuit.  Your job was to 
identify the purpose of those odd-
looking diodes.  The only clue given 
was that this was some kind of 
oscillator. Well, for the unitiated, 
those are varactor diodes.
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Figure 1 shows a forward-biassed diode, with 
the current carriers moving freely across the 
junction.  Figure 2 shows the same diode 
reverse-biassed.  The current carriers are 
attracted away from the junction, where a 
depletion layer is formed, and no current 
flows.

Now the diode looks like a charged capacitor:  
a surplus of electrons at one end, a deficiency 
of them at the other, and an insulator (the 
depletion layer) between them.  The width of 
the layer, and thus the capacitance, can be 
varied just by varying the reverse voltage.  
Thus, we have a voltage-controlled capacitor - 
in fact, a varactor.

Figure 3 shows a typical varactor performance 
graph. Note the range of DC Bias voltage 
versus capacitance range.

①

②

③③
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Report on the SEARS Annual Dinner (March 3rd 2018)
Once again, a goodly number of SEARS members and their better halves 
turned out for their Annual Club Dinner.  It was held at the Bell and 
Chimes Restaurant, Rettendon Common on the first Saturday evening of 
March.

It's a combination of a deferred Christmas lunch (to avoid the Xmas 
crush) and a thank-you to all our rally helpers.  Those in the latter group 
received a 50% subsidy from club funds.

The a la carte menu was as excellent as ever, and a wide variety of 
choices was made.  Some of us had the home-made pate to start, and it's 
absolutely delicious.  For the first time, I tried their Hunter's Chicken, and 
it was so good I could have eaten another one straight off!

There was plenty of banter and good cheer, and it was great to be able to 
spend time just chatting instead of being preoccupied with meeting or 
field event activities.  Afterwards, everyone commented on what a lovely 
evening they'd had.

After the meal, a special presentation was made to Vic/G6BHE.  Vic 
stepped down from the Committee at the November AGM but still ran the 
2018 Rally.  He has now handed over the Rally Master job to Tony/G0JYI, 
but remains as Web Master.

Vic did a great job on the Committee for a number of years and has been 
our best Rally Master, automating all the processes along the way.  But 
his greatest contribution to the Club was to rescue our website after 
President Dave Speechley passed away unexpectedly last April.  He put a 
tremendous amount of time and effort into it, and has achieved first class 
results.  His XYL, Barbara, was something of a grass widow during this 
period, and was presented with a beautiful bouquet of flowers from the 
club in recognition of her second-tier support.

See the next page for photographs of the evening and presentation.  
There are more pictures on the club website at:

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/dinner2018.html

http://www.southessex-ars.co.uk/dinner2018.html
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Report on the SEARS Annual Dinner (March 3rd 2018)

Photographs:
  
Top Left:  Treasurer Dave/G4AJY (right) with Committee Member Tony/G0YJI.
Top Centre:  The well-known Sandie, XYL of G4AJY, conducting the 
orchestra.
Top Right:  Social Secretary Henry/2E0XHK peeping out from behind his 
XYL.
Centre Left:  Vic/G6BHE receiving his award form Chairman Terry/G1FBW.
Centre Middle: Secretary Mark/2E0RMT off to the loo after his 12th beer.
Centre right:  Some of the other party-goers.
Bottom Left:  The text on Vic's presentation shield.
Bottom Right:  Honorary member Bill Edwards and his lovely wife Carol.
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The RSGB Club Contests
The RSGB runs a series of contest for we Radio Amateur Clubs.  I am not 
an enthusiast of general contesting, as it often lasts a whole weekend 
and is just name, rank and serial number - not a lot of satisfaction or fun 
there.  But the RSGB contests are only 90-minute affairs, so the QSO 
content is not so important.

The contests usually take place at 2000 hours on 80m, and are all done 
by 2130. And they're always on weekday evenings, never weekends.  
There's one for each of the main modes - SSB, CW, and Data.  And each 
mode is given its own evening about once every fortnight.  The scores 
are cumulative over the year.

SEARS gave up contesting many years ago for the reasons above.  But 
with these neat little RSGB Club-only contests, it's worth dipping our 
collective toes in the water again.

Although individual operators do the actual QSOs, the scores always 
accrue to one's club.  Each club can either use its own premises, or, 
mores usually, a VMP (Virtual Meeting Point).  I have registered SEARS 
with a VMP in mid-Essex.  Anyone from up to 80 km away from that 
centre can operate for SEARS if they are a member of the club (but not 
necessarily a member of the RSGB, as SEARS is affiliated).  There is a 
low power section for M6's.

This means you can operate from home using your own callsign and 
your log submission counts towards the SEARS score.  It enables us as 
a club to compare our performance with other clubs.

The first opportunity to participate occurred on February 22nd, and I 
entered for SEARS.  There were 60 clubs operating that evening, of which 
37 were in our category.  A total of 182 operators took to the key.

SEARS came 30th out of 37 clubs, but that's over the last 3 contests and 
we only entered one of them.  Also, many clubs had several operators 
working in parallel.  My own placing was 75th out of 137 operators in my 
category.
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The RSGB Club Contests
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Another leg took place on March 14th.  There were 40 clubs active on the 
night, and SEARS was placed 31st - once again, only a single operator 
compared to many clubs with multiple operators, so not too bad.

My own placing for the session was 65th out of 176 operators on air that 
night, with a QSO score of 84.  this means we're improving our position 
in the ratings.
Why not think about joining in, whether on the microphone, morse key, 
or computer?  It's fun, and definitely impoves your operating skill. 

The next SEARS Club Night takes place on Tuesday April 10th at 1900 
hours.  Our speaker for the evening is our own Henry/2E0XHK.  Henry is 
a Committee member and also our Social Secretary, and put together the 
recent SEARS annual club dinner for us.

In his other life, Henry is a computer programmer.  I know this because 
he's the only member who regularly completes the "Programmer's 
Corner" challenge and always gets the right answer.

His talk will be on "Computers in Amateur Radio."  This is a subject 
important to all of us.  We all use them for such things as logging, CW 
training, the Cluster, data mode operation etc.  And every rig has some 
sort of computer built in these days.

And now we have transceivers that are completely run by computer - 
namely, SDR (Software Defined Radio).  The club's own IC7300 is SDR, 
and that has now been superceded by the IC7610, one of the best rigs 
available today.

So Henry's talk will be relevant to all of us, and no doubt full of 
interesting information.  Don't miss it!

The next SEARS Club Night
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Watchkeeping at Sea - 12

Log-keeping for Radio Officers was a legal requirement and far different 
from the Amateur Radio fraternity practices.  It was a whole separate 
discipline in its own right.

At the commencement of each watch the auto-alarm had to be tested, 
switched off, and logged as done. Throughout the watch the SPs (Silence 
Periods, when we all went QRT and listened for faint distress calls) had 
to be observed and logged.  CW SPs were 15-18 and 45-48 minutes past 
the hour, and R/T SPs were 00-13 and 30-33 minutes past the hour.  At the 
end of the watch the auto-alarm had to be tested again, set and logged as 
done.  Other duties, sometimes outside watches, had to be logged, such 
as battery maintenance, equipment maintenance and repairs, etc.

We were expected to make an entry just about every few minutes.  These 
would consist of taking WX and Navigation Warnings for the bridge, 
copying QTC lists from Coast Stations, exchanging QTC, etc.  If you 
spent an hour trying to get a QRY from Portishead Radio, each fruitless 
call had to be logged.  Even the daily time signal for the noon sight and 
radio room clock had to be logged.

The Old Man had to sign the log before it was submitted to the GPO, and 
it could be used in the event of an incident or complaint about operating 
procedure, etc.  So we were very conscientous about log-keeping.

Of course, all log-keeping was done by hand.  The computer hadn't been 
invented then, and many radio rooms weren't equipped with a typewriter.  
A lot of R/Os, myself included, carried our own typewriters with us from 
ship to ship. My training included touch-typing, and it proved an 
extremely useful skill, but unfortunately the big bulky logbooks wouldn't 
fit in the typewriter carriage.

However, the typewriter was a boon when receiving long messages.  
When serving on passenger ships, I had to take news broadcasts in CW 
that ran for up to 2 hours, and typing was absolutely essential for this.

In fact, message traffic is what I miss today, with its absolute accuracy 
demand and general usefulness.  But I don't miss those news broadcasts 
or the interminable code groups.
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Th e J o u l e  Th i e f

No, this doesn't refer to that indivual with the mask who sneaks into 
Society homes and steals their precious rings and baubles.  This kind of 
Joule is all about electrical energy.

Most batteries, especially AA and AAA cells, have 60% or more power left 
in them when they are no longer able to function in a particular 
application, such as TV remote control, etc.  The remainder is thrown 
away.  All those Joules are wasted.

This article is about a craze amongst amateur electronics enthusiast to 
steal those Joules back and make use of them - hence the name, Joule 
Thief.

Instead of trying to take a small, steady current, the technique here is to 
take short bites of current to boost the output voltage in little packets or 
time slots.  The result is a battery that is useful down to as low as 0.3 
volts.

Even more remarkable is the fact that in the project I'm going to show 
here, you can run an LED brightly for up to approaching 100 hours on a 
flat AA cell, yet an LED requires a minimum of 2 volts to illuminate, and 
the AA cell, even when new, only offered 1.5 volts.

The total component count is only 5 - a transistor, a resistor, a coil, an 
LED, and the dead battery itself.  The build time, including making your 
own coil, is maybe 45 minutes.  Details on the next page.
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Oh no, 
Uncle Fred 
just keeled 

over!  I 
think he's 

dead.
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Th e J o u l e  Th i e f

① ②

③

Figures.  1: Measuring the battery's 
valtage, about 0.6 volts here.  It worked 
right down to 0.3 volts.  2: The project 
built and working. Note the bright LED.  
3: The schematic.  Any npn transistor 
will do here.  4: The coil.  Any small 
ferrite ring will do for this.  Wind about 
10 to 12 turns of thin wire onto it as 
shown.  Figure 5: The secret revealed!  
It's a voltage invertor running at about 
100 KHz (waveform at the collector).

The LED in my version ran for about 100 
hours on a flat battery.  It's easily bright 
enough to read by in a dark room.

Y (Pink B)

Z (Brown B)

Y (Brown A)

X (Pink A)

⑤

④Z 
Y 

X 

Coil winding details.  Note that pink on one 
side is joined to brown on the other side after 
winding is complete. Use your own colours!



WHIRLY WORD for Radio Amateurs!
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This month's Whirly Word is given above.  How many words can you 
find?  Check the next issue for my answers.

Last month's solution:

9 Letter Words:  inductors

8 Letter Words:  conduits discount inductor ructions

7 Letter Words:  citrous conduit incrust inducts nitrous noctuid

6 Letter Words:  citrus coitus counts courts cousin curios donuts incurs induct
                           nudist rictus rotund rounds rustic studio suitor tunics

5 Letter Words:  count court crust curds curio donut ducts incur nodus round roust
                           routs ruins runic runts scour scout snout sound torus tours tunic 
                           turns units

4 Letter Words:  curds curd curs curt cuts dour duct duns duos dust nous nuts onus 
                           ours oust outs rout ruin runs runt rust ruts scud stud stun suit surd
                           tour turn undo unit unto uric urns

An easier one last month.  This month's may test your mettle a little 
more, but this type of puzzle extends your mental lifetime!

Rules:

►  You must find at least one 9-letter 
      word which is associated with 
      the Amateur Radio Hobby
►  The central letter must be  
      included  in every word ("C" this   
      month)
►  Find as many other words as you
     can (not specific to hams)
►  Every word must be at least four
      letters in length
►  No proper nouns allowed 
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New Poser, SEARS Puzzlet #012: 

A run is any integer whose digits increase in value by one from left to 
right. Examples:  567, 23456, etc. Find two different 3-digit integers whose 
product forms a run.

Last month's poser (Puzzlet #011):

The equation 9.87x - 6.54^x - 3.21 = 0 has  the unusual property of using 
all the digits once and once only, and in descending order.  To 12 decimal 
places of accuracy, what value of x satisfies this equation?

You were let loose on this one with nothing more than the hint that it's an 
exponential equation.  This can be solved without a computer, but it's 
very labour-intensive.  The PC can automate the process.

I wrote a program in Python to get to the answer.  When I ran it, the 
following was printed to the screen:

''The solution to 12 decimal places is 0.708539522012''
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Alright, 
Jones, 
why not 

share with 
all of us 

what's so 
funny 

about a 
dump file?
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# SEARS Puzzlet #011.
# The equation 9.87x - 6.54^x - 3.21 = 0
# has  the unusual property of using all
# the digits once and once only,  and in
# descending order. To 12 decimal places
# of accuracy, what value of x satisfies
# this equation?
# By Dave Ellis.
# Puzzlet #082.

def PrintResult():
# pretty printer
    print
    print "The solution to 12 decimal places is",
    print "%.12f"% (root)

# main program

import math

# main routine

root = 0.80
flag = False
while not flag:
    oldRoot = root # remember old root
    # evaluate basic equation
    p = 9.87*root - 6.54**root - 3.21
    # evaluate first derivative
    r = 9.87 - (6.54**root)*math.log(6.54)
    # calculate a better root
    root = root - p/r
    if abs(root - oldRoot) < 1e-13:
        flag = True
        PrintResult()

Python Code to solve Puzzlet #010
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The above is based on Newton's Method.  To paraphrase:  a better 
root of f(x) is the absolute value of the difference between the old root 
and f(x)/f'(x).   The program just keeps iterating over that until  the 
required degree of  accurcy is  achieved,  usually  within a handful  of 
passes.  In this version, you have to make a guess at the root to get 
started.


